INFINITE DETERMINANTS ASSOCIATED WITH
HILL'S EQUATION 1 . Introduction and Summary. HilΓs equation is the differential equation for a one-dimensional linear oscillator with a periodic potential. In most applications, the question of the existence of a periodic solution arises. The main purpose of this investigation is to examine the analytic character of the transcendental function, whose zeros determine the periodic solutions. For the special case of Mathieu's equation the results obtained here have previously been used for solving the inhomogeneous equation, and the cases where Hill's equation has two periodic solutions have been discussed in detail and applied to the construction of "transparent layers " [1] .
We consider the differential equation of Hill's type :
(
1.1) y" + 4(oj*±q(x))y=Q,
where q(x) is an even function of period π which can be expanded in a Fourier series (1.2) <7θ* )
We shall assume that the constants t n satisfy (1.3) Σlί»l<°°.
W = l
The most widely investigated problem connected with (1.1) is the question of the existence of solutions with period π or 2π. Let yι(x), y z (x) denote the solutions of (1.1) which satisfy the initial conditions (1.4) 2/i(0) = l, 2/ 1 / (0) = 0; 2/ a (0) = 0, 2/ a '(l) = l.
Then the following elementary statements hold (see for instance Schaefke [5] : Equation ( [7] (1.13)
This shows that the vanishing of (1.5) is an immediate consequence of the vanishing of the term (1.9) and vice versa. Also, it provides two alternative ways of approximating the eigenvalues ω for which yi(π)= 
They are related to the infinite determinant D o by
A similar factorization theorem can be proved for the infinite determinant arising in the problem of determing whether (1.1) has a solution of period 2π.
Equations ( .23) 2/(r/2 ω)Σŵ here #" are constant coefficients. Now the form of the infinite series on the right-hand side of (1.23) suggests that it can also be written as
which would imply the existence of a formula of the type
Actually, a result more general than (1.25) is true. We shall prove the following formula for the Fourier transformation with respect to ω , THEOREM 2. Let the t n in (1.12) be real constants satisfying and let y(x, ώ) be the solution of (1.1) for a real value of ω which satisfies the initial conditions
Then there exists a function G(x, θ) of the real variables x and θ which is defined in the region -\x\<LΘ<L\x\ such that
Here G θ stands for 3G/30.
Proof of Theorem l
Since Theorem 1 involves the determinants of infinite matrices, it is important to know something about their finite " sections ". We shall define these sections as follows: Let N be a nonnegative integer, and let (M) be an infinite matrix. If the rows and columns of (M) are labeled by subscripts running from one to infinity, we denote by {M N ) the square matrix of order N which results if we let the subscripts in (M) run from one to N only. If the rows and columns in (M) are labeled by the subscripts 0, 1, 2, , we define {M N ) by the rows and columns of (M) for which the subscripts run from zero to N. Finally, if the subscripts in (M) run from -co to +00, then in (M N ) we let them run from -N to -fiV only. In each case, (M N ) is called the iVth section of (M). The determinant of (M) is defined as the limit of the determinants of {M N ) as iV-»co.
We shall denote by (Z)), (C), (S) the matrices whose elements are given respectively by the elements of the infinite determinants D o , C+, and S + . In addition, we shall introduce the matrix (T) with the general element r w , m (w, ra=0, ±1, ±2, •••), where (2.1) r Mf TO =(δ n> m + sgn nd^ ro )(e n ) 1/8 .
As usual the first subscript n in r w> m denotes the rows of (T) and the second subscript denotes the columns. The matrix (T) has a formal inverse (Ύ~Ί), whose general element is given by (2.2) (3n, ro + sgnmδ_ WiTO )(eJ-1/2 .
In fact it follows from an easy computation that the general element of {T){T~ι) is
It is important to observe that the JVth section (T^1) of ( T' ] ) is the inverse of the iVth section (T Λ7 ) of T . Now we shall compute, in a purely formal way, the elements of the matrix
By a simple computation we find from (1.11), (1.12), (2.1) 
quation (2.5) shows that cZ* m =O if w and m are both different from zero and of different sign. It also shows that for n, m = 0, 1, 2, 3, the elements of (Z)*) are exactly those of (C). In fact, for n>.0, m;> 0, we always have δ nt -. TO (sgnw + sgnm)=0, and sgnw-f sgnm=l4-sgn n sgnm, unless n=m=0.
But in this case, t n _ m = t n+m =O, and again eZ* m is equal to the corresponding element of C + in (1.18) . Similarly, we find that for n, ra= -1, -2, -3, •••, the elements of (D*) are exactly those of (S) if we "invert'' the labeling of the elements of (S) by substituting for every subscript its opposite (negative) value. Therefore (1.22) would be proven if we could deal with infinite determinants in the same way as with finite ones. In the particular problem under consideration this is actually the case. If we form the matrix (T N )(D N ){T^) we obtain (D%) for all N and we find that its determinant actually equals the product of the determinants of (S Λ r) and (Cjy) because its elements are those of (S^) and (C ΛT ) respectively. Equation ( (v=l, 2, •) . Then the only variable which matters is ω. As mentioned above, we shall write y-z (πj2, ω) and y x '(π\ ί λ 1 ώ) for y t (πl2) and 2//(7r/2) whenever we wish to exhibit the dependency on ω of these quantities; similarly, we shall write C + (ω) and S+{ω) for C + and S+. It is easily seen that both sides in (1.20) 2 (πl2, ω) are entire functions of ω-= λ .
Proof. It has been mentioned in the introduction that the numera-tor and denominator of (2.6) vanish for the same values of λ=ω 2 . It remains merely to be shown that the denominators have simple zeros only. We observe first that these zeros are real, because any solution or derivative of a solution of (1.1) Proof. This lemma follows from the fact that for both the numerators and the denominators of the quotients (2.6) the order of growth with respect to λ does not exceed 1/2. For 2/ 2 (π/2, ω) we can show this by solving (1.1) with the help of Picard's iteration method. Putting 
Therefore we have from (2.11) for |ω|>2 :
(2.14) |^(τr/2, ω)\< exv(π\ω\ + Qττ/2) .
A similar estimate can be derived for y L '(πl2, ω) . Since the righthand side of (2.14) is of order of growth unity with respect to ω, its order of growth with respect to λ is 1/2. The corresponding statement for the numerators in (2.6) can be derived from Hadamard's inequality for determinants. If we write (2.15) for (sin πω)l(2ώ), and if we multiply each row of S+ by the corresponding factor of (2.15), the numerator involving S+ in (2.6) becomes a determinant for which the sum of the squares of the absolute values of the nth row is at most σ n , where (2.17) , this shows that the left-hand side of (2.17) is of order of growth <l/2 with respect to λ=ω\ An analogous proof can be given for |2ωsin7rωC + (ω)|. Now we can prove Lemma 3 by using a known theorem about factorization of functions of an order of growth <1 (See Nevanlinna [2, pp. 205-213] or Titchmarsh [6, Chap. VIII] . According to this theorem we have for both the numerators and the denominators of the quotients (2.6) a representation of the form
where the a n are the simple roots common to the numerator and denominator if both are considered as functions of λ=ω\ Therefore, the quotients in (2.6) are independent of ω, as stated in Lemma 3.
Now we can prove (1.20) and (1.21) by computing the value of the quotients in (2.6) for α -noo. It is easily seen that for <U-HOO both S + and C + tend toward unity. From (2.9), (2.10) and (2.11) we can show that 2/ 2 (ττ/2, ω) [u o (ω) tends also towards unity as ω^ico, regardless of the particular nature of q(x). The behavior of y 1 / (πj2 f ω)l{2ω sin πω) can be described in a similar manner, and this completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
where f(θ) belongs to L 2 over ( -A, A).
In proving Theorem 2 we shall confine ourselves to the case where a=0, y=y>ι{x, ω). If we construct y t in the manner described by (2.9), (2.10), (2.11), we find from (2.13) that for α>0 and |ω|->oo: (x, θ) contribute to the value of G(x, θ) and to its first derivative with respect to θ. These contributions can be found by a direct computation. In the same way, it can be verified that g Q , g l9 g> z are twice differentiable within the region -x<Cβ < C%y having one-sided continuous derivatives at θ=±x, provided that Σrc 2 |£j<oo.
The only part of Theorem 2 that now remains to be proved is equation (1.28 ). If we substitute the expression (3.6) for G into (1.28), it will suffice to prove that for n=l, 2, 3, , for all values of ω. Since the left-hand side of (3.11) is an analytic function of ω, it suffices to show that it vanishes for all real values of ω. We shall prove this by expressing the left-hand side of (3.11) in terms of the u n (x, ω) (x, θ) .
